
DISCO for Construction Litigation
How DISCO addresses unique data types, complex workflows, and cost 
constraints for construction litigation

Construction litigation presents unique challenges in the 
ediscovery space. Legal teams must handle huge volumes of 
complex data, specialized file types, multiple productions, and 
complex processes for getting documents to experts. Tradition-
ally, managing ediscovery in construction litigation required the 
use of tools that had limitations on usability, supported file types, 
and scalability, and necessitated tedious manual processes to 
get documents to experts for their use. Additionally, legal teams 
faced unpredictable — and often unacceptably high — costs. 

For construction litigation, DISCO provides an all-in-one enter-
prise-grade collection, preservation, processing, ECA, review, 
and production solution, without the technical limitations of 
legacy solutions. With unmatched search speeds, support for 
common construction-specific file types, and seamless tools 
to coordinate with experts, DISCO ensures your attorneys can 
quickly get to the important work of finding and using evidence 
to support your case. And with a pricing model that is 100% 
cost-certain, teams can create better, more accurate budgets. 

“DISCO is a game-changer for our construction 

practice, where we regularly represent public and 

private owners and contractors. DISCO is excellent 

at handling CAD files and other unique data types, 

and makes it easy to coordinate with our experts and 

other parties. On top of that, the general speed of 

the platform ensures we can deliver efficient results 

to our clients.”

— Mary Salamone, Partner, Procopio
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Designed for construction data
DISCO not only supports CAD, Microsoft Project, and near-native 
Excel in its modern review platform, it substantially accelerates 
your review of such files. For example, DISCO automatically 
renders CAD files keyword searchable using OCR and also 
extracts attachments or embedded files from the larger CAD file.

Cost savings & predictability
With DISCO, you only pay for one piece of software, and your 
price is based on one, knowable factor — unexpanded data 
size. DISCO does not charge extra fees for advanced processing, 
imaging, analytics, or user licenses. The end result eliminates 
surprises and allows for predictability and better budget plan-
ning. Together, DISCO’s pricing model and efficiency can save 
you upwards of 30% over the life of your matter.

Get to your evidence faster 
Averaging 1/10-second results even across large datasets and 
complicated file types, DISCO’s powerful search capabilities and 
intuitive tools enable attorneys to get to their key documents 
faster. DISCO’s superior design, sub-second search capability, 
built-in workflows, and AI prioritization results in a 23% improve-
ment in review throughput and a 260% increase in overall user 
satisfaction rates compared to legacy solutions. 

Reduce document review workload
DISCO enables attorneys to reduce the number of documents 
requiring review through a host of features, including Similar 
Documents and Inclusive Email Threading, simplifying deci-
sion-making about similar documents and reducing the number 
of partially duplicative documents requiring review. 

On time, on budget — guaranteed 
DISCO Review leverages DISCO AI and powerful DISCO platform 
to provide reviews run by our industry veterans with dozens of 
years running high-stakes, complex managed reviews. DISCO’s 
experts leverage AI workflows and teams of experienced DISCO 
reviewers to complete reviews 60% faster than the industry 
average with improved accuracy. We guarantee your review 
will be completed on budget and on time with superior results.

Coordinate seamlessly with experts
Eliminate the need to produce and track documents provided to 
your experts outside of your review database without exposing 
unnecessary work product to your experts.  DISCO’s customized 
roles and robust permissions control allows you to grant experts 
access to your DISCO review database while exercising strict 
control over what documents and work product the expert can 
see, and what actions your expert can take with respect to the 
documents they review.


